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Theme  

Sensational Seasons 

Talk for 
writing 
texts 

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 

Little Red Hen The Three Billy Goats Gruff 
Dear Santa 

Writing 
outcomes 

Retelling a story Retelling a story 

Key Performance Indicators 
Composition – Planning Say what marks to be made represent  

Say out loud a simple word, sentence or phrase 

Composition – Structure Practise forming letters/words within continuous provision including mud, foam, chalk, etc 

Use wipe boards prior to putting pencil to paper if appropriate 

Edit single letter formation using RWI phrases to support 

Edit as necessary once it has been reread to check it makes sense (adult to pick suitable letter/word/phrase to re write) 

Reread their writing to check it makes sense. 

Composition – Vocabulary Articulate their ideas and thoughts in well-formed sentences 

Use new vocabulary in different contexts 

Write from left to right, pinching the sounds in words using Fred fingers 

Composition – Grammar and 
Punctuation 

Use their phonic knowledge to write past, present and future tenses with modelling support from their teacher 

Notice and talk about punctuation seen in books, the environment, letters, etc 

Write short sentences with words with known sound-letter correspondences using a capital letter and full stop 

Transcription – Spelling Hear and say initial sounds in words 

Hear and say sounds in simple words 

Spell words by identifying sounds in them and representing the sounds with a letter or letters 

Spell RWI red words appropriate to their ability 

Transcription – Handwriting Hold tools such as paintbrushes, chalks, crayons and make marks effectively 

Hold a pencil with an effective grip 

Make marks which represent writing 

Draw lines, circles, crosses, squares, triangles (Beery-Buktenica Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration) 

Hold a pencil with a tripod grip 

I can form lower-case letters and numbers in the correct direction, starting and finishing in the right place. 
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Theme  

Down on the Farm 

Talk for 
writing 
texts 

Spring 1 Spring 2 

The Tiger who came to tea Jasper’s Beanstalk 

Writing 
outcomes 

Retelling a story 
Helicopter stories 

Retelling a story 
Helicopter stories 

Key Performance Indicators 
Composition – Planning Say what marks to be made represent  

Say out loud a simple word, sentence or phrase 

Composition – Structure Practise forming letters/words within continuous provision including mud, foam, chalk, etc 

Use wipe boards prior to putting pencil to paper if appropriate 

Edit single letter formation using RWI phrases to support 

Edit as necessary once it has been reread to check it makes sense (adult to pick suitable letter/word/phrase to re write) 

Reread their writing to check it makes sense. 

Composition – Vocabulary Articulate their ideas and thoughts in well-formed sentences 

Use new vocabulary in different contexts 

Write from left to right, pinching the sounds in words using Fred fingers 

Composition – Grammar and 
Punctuation 

Use their phonic knowledge to write past, present and future tenses with modelling support from their teacher 

Notice and talk about punctuation seen in books, the environment, letters, etc 

Write short sentences with words with known sound-letter correspondences using a capital letter and full stop 

Transcription – Spelling Hear and say initial sounds in words 

Hear and say sounds in simple words 

Spell words by identifying sounds in them and representing the sounds with a letter or letters 

Spell RWI red words appropriate to their ability 

Transcription – Handwriting Hold tools such as paintbrushes, chalks, crayons and make marks effectively 

Hold a pencil with an effective grip 

Make marks which represent writing 

Draw lines, circles, crosses, squares, triangles (Beery-Buktenica Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration) 

Hold a pencil with a tripod grip 

I can form lower-case letters and numbers in the correct direction, starting and finishing in the right place. 
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Theme  

Bears and Beasts 

Talk for 
writing 
texts 

Summer 1 Summer 2 

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt The Very Hungry Caterpillar 

Writing 
outcomes 

Retelling a story 
Helicopter stories 

Retelling a story 
Helicopter stories 

Key Performance Indicators 
Composition – Planning Say what marks to be made represent  

Say out loud a simple word, sentence or phrase 

Composition – Structure Practise forming letters/words within continuous provision including mud, foam, chalk, etc 

Use wipe boards prior to putting pencil to paper if appropriate 

Edit single letter formation using RWI phrases to support 

Edit as necessary once it has been reread to check it makes sense (adult to pick suitable letter/word/phrase to re write) 

Reread their writing to check it makes sense. 

Composition – Vocabulary Articulate their ideas and thoughts in well-formed sentences 

Use new vocabulary in different contexts 

Write from left to right, pinching the sounds in words using Fred fingers 

Composition – Grammar and 
Punctuation 

Use their phonic knowledge to write past, present and future tenses with modelling support from their teacher 

Notice and talk about punctuation seen in books, the environment, letters, etc 

Write short sentences with words with known sound-letter correspondences using a capital letter and full stop 

Transcription – Spelling Hear and say initial sounds in words 

Hear and say sounds in simple words 

Spell words by identifying sounds in them and representing the sounds with a letter or letters 

Spell RWI red words appropriate to their ability 

Transcription – Handwriting Hold tools such as paintbrushes, chalks, crayons and make marks effectively 

Hold a pencil with an effective grip 

Make marks which represent writing 

Draw lines, circles, crosses, squares, triangles (Beery-Buktenica Developmental Test of Visual-Motor Integration) 

Hold a pencil with a tripod grip 

I can form lower-case letters and numbers in the correct direction, starting and finishing in the right place. 
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End of year Reception: 

Aim By the end of reception, pupils are becoming ‘early 
writers’ who will be gaining confidence with writing. They 
will demonstrate understanding of the alphabet and will 
start to have some strategies for spelling.  Children will 
need support to write more than single words and they 
will begin to write sentences. Some words and sentences 
may need mediation.  

Assessment Composition  
The pupil can: 
•  demonstrate understanding of what has been read to them by retelling stories and 
narratives using their own words and recently introduced vocabulary;  
•  anticipate – where appropriate – key events in stories;  
•  use and understand recently introduced vocabulary during discussions about stories, 
non-fiction, rhymes and poems and during role-play.  
Transcription 
The pupil can: 
• write recognisable letters, most of which are correctly formed;  
• spell words by identifying sounds in them and representing the sounds with a letter or 
letters;  
• write simple phrases and sentences that can be read by others. 

 

 


